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ABSTRACT

Achieving self-reliance can be greatly facilitated by tne orga-
nizational structures an Owner Nation utilizes to develop its
initial nuclear units and to operate its plants. An important
component in the success of Mexico and Japan was
to utilize evolving organizational structures that resulted in
extensive participation of the Owner over the course of the
initial project (Mexico) or in successive projects (Japan).

For engineering, as an example (Figure 2), an Owner will
need to decide if he will contract or use his own staff. Most
nations have decided to contract their initial units and move to
the use of their own staff either in the course of the initial pro-
ject, as with Mexico, or in successive projects, as
with Japan. (A notable exception among nations is the Peo-
ple's Republic of China which has undertaken its first unit,
Qin Shan, on an indigenous basis, with Ebasco in an
advisory/review capacity.)

THE DESIRE FOR SELF-RELIANCE

Ebasco has been associated with the first nuclear projects
in eight nations. In each nation there was a desire to develop
self-reliance as the initial project proceeded or as subsequent
projects were planned. The degree of self-reliance desired and
achieved varied from country to country (Figure 1); it may be
self-reliance for engineering and operation, for engineering
and nuclear manufacturing for national needs, or engineering
and nuclear manufacturing for full export capability.
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ORGANIZATION AS STRATEGY

After a nation makes the decision to proceed with a nu-
clear project, the organization that it establishes to accomplish
the project is the next most important strategic decision it
makes; a decision that directly determines the additional bene-
fits, in technology transfer and in self-reliance, that it accrues.
Each major project activity, whether engineering, procurement
or construction, will require a separate management and orga-
nizational strategy.

FIGURE 2

STRATEGIC CHOICES ENGINEERING

ORGANIZATIONAL OPTIONS

Having made the decision to contract, as most nations do
for their initial units, the next decision is to define the organi-
zation that will formalize the interaction it will have with each
Contractor. Options typically considered are for organizations
that have Owner's Limited Control, Extensive Control or
Extensive Participation.
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Owner's Limited Control is the typical result of the deci-
sion to obtain initial, and often successive plants on a turnkey
basis. While the nuclear plant may be delivered on time and
within budget, the limited control organization is the least
effective for achieving technology transfer or self-reliance.
While the turnkey contract makes the least demands on the
owner organization, it also severely limits opportunities for
developing its own personnel. The monitoring of cost and
schedule performance, important aspects of project manage-
ment, is difficult due to lack of control information which may
be contractually precluded.

Extensive Control of a Contractor greatly enhances tech-
nical control, permitting upgrades to latest "state-of-the-art",
increases opportunities to have staff involved, and permits in-
creased monitoring of cost and schedule performance reduc-
ing "surprises". The extensive control organization often
results from a contract between the Owner and Contractor
that permits not only review but also approval of Contractor
and subcontracted activities. The costs incurred, both in
Owner staff and for the Contractor, increase. More staff are
needed; capital investments for the newest equipment may in-
crease; schedules may extend as "state-of-the-art" technology
is incorporated and learning takes place by both the Contrac-
tor and the Owner; and review/approval cycles become
delayed.

Extensive Participation is available to an Owner and a
nation in a number of ways. Extensive participation through an
integrated organization provides an excellent strategic mecha-
nism for maximum development of self-reliance whether direct-
ly by a utility or indirectly by the association of local and
foreign firms. Ebasco has had experience with integrated
organizations comprised of Owner and consultant personnel,
Laguna Verde, which I will discuss later, and with integrated
organizations formed by local engineering firms.

On-the-job training is innerent in extensive participation
organizations. For the Owner, OJT leads to on-the-job monitor-
ing and control. Progress and problems get greater visibility.
The integrated organization permits better decisions to be
made faster as ail parties share common information and
goals.

The integrated organization, however, is not without its dis-
advantages, but in our experience, professionalism, communi-
cation and the project "esprit de corps" contribute to a mo-
mentum that leads to success.

THE MEXICAN EXPERIENCE

Ebasco has assisted Mexico through a series of organiza-
tional structures that evolved over the course of a single pro-
ject, all under the integrated organization concept. The Comi-
sion Federal de Electricidad (CFE) had the goals of training
Mexican personnel in the design, construction and operation
of nuclear power plants and transferring nuclear technology to
the Mexican nuclear industry in addition to the prime goal of
bringing additional electricity to Mexico with the Laguna Verde
unit.

The Laguna Verde project was started with an integrated
organization with definite provisions and commitments for
adjusting it as the project progressed.

The evolution of organizational structures which accom-
panied the progress of the Laguna Verde project can be seen
clearly in a comparison of the organization charts utilized for
site general construction.

During the early phase of the project (Figure 3), the
Ebasco Site Manager and the CFE Resident Manager were in
top positions.

During this phase, the Ebasco Site Manager directed:

a) The Ebasco Project Superintendent, who supervised a
Senior Resident Engineer who had both Ebasco and
CFE Engineers reporting to him, and a Construction
Superintendent who had CFE Area Directors and
Ebasco Construction Supervisors reporting to him.

b) The Ebasco Construction Control Manager who super-
vised both Ebasco and CFE Engineers in Schedule
and Cost Control, Material Tracking and Expediting,
and Work Package Planning and Development.

c) The Ebasco Administrative Office Manager who super-
vised Ebasco and CFE personnel in Accounting, Data
Processing, Material Administration, etc.

d) The Ebasco Project Quality Program Manager, who
supervised a Quality Control Supervisor, a Quality
Assurance Supervisor and a Documentation Control
Supervisor, each of whom had an integrated staff
reporting to him.

The goal of the site training program in construction man-
agement wa.s to promote CFE engineers into increasingly
higher positions within the organization commensurate, of
course, with their capability and training. Thus, as construction
completion reached approximately 50%, a revised counterpart
organization evolved (Figure 4).

The Construction Superintendent's organization now had
both a CFE engineer and an Ebasco counterpart in each ot
the lead positions of General Superintendent and Superinten-
dents of Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Instrumentation, Piping
and Miscellaneous Systems.

This organization was transitional, finally evolving into a fu
CFE organization, with Ebasco counterparts evolving into ad-
visory positions for key areas.

A similar evolution of organizational structures and transi-
tion of work responsibility occurred in the Home Office and
Site Engineering groups.

CFE has tftken over full responsibility for many non-nuclear
systems and certain nuclear systems for which construction
has been completed and the system turned over to Opera-
tions. Ebasco's participation continues as Engineering Advi-
sors for these systems.
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FIGURE 3
LAGUNA VERDE NUCLEAR POWER PROJECT

CFE - EBASCO SITE CONSTRUCTION ORGANIZATION
(Early Phase)
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LAGUNA VERDE NUCLEAR POWER PROJECT
CFE/EBASCO SITE GENERAL CONSTRUCTION ORGANIZATION

(Counterpart Phase)
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With these integrated organizations, CFE has successfully
attained its objectives for transferring nuclear technology and
training Mexican personnel in the design and construction of
nuclear power plants.

A similar success was achieved with the development of a
Mexican nuclear industry. A CFE/Ebasco Vendor Evaluation
program was established, again with an integrated organiza-
tion, to explore potential nuclear suppliers' capabilities and to
advise, assist and train as appropriate to resolve technical
deficiencies. As a result of that program, Mexico developed a
nucleus of 60 qualified suppliers for nuclear and related indus-
tries and a total pool of over 200 suppliers for potential qualifi-
cation. In early 1977, only three such suppliers existed. Since
the Laguna Verde programs were developed utilizing interna-
tional guidelines and specifications, most of the qualified Mex-
ican suppliers are in a position to export their products for use
at nuclear power stations outside of Mexico.

Through its initial strategic decision to proceed with the
evolving integrated concept, CFE has achieved its national
goals in the course of one project.

THE JAPANESE EXPERIENCE

In Japan, American firms worked with the owner utilities
and local architect/engineering firms through a series of orga-
nizat:onal structures that evolved from Owner's Limited Con-
trol to Extensive Participation through integrated joint ventures
over a series of projects.

Japan's early nuclear power plants were provided full
engineering and construction management. These utilized
almost exclusively United States technical services and
imported equipment.

With each successive plant, Japan increased its indepen-
dence through technology transfer, licensing agreements and
operating experience. There was a concomitant progressive
trend to self-reliance and development of export capability.
Figure 5 shows the development of engineering capability.

Equipment supply capability (Figure 6) demonstrates the
same growth for supply to internal and external markets.
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EQUIPMENT SUPPLY RESPONSIBILITY FOR
JAPAN NUCLEAR PROJECTS
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SUMMARY

Ebasco believes that nuclear units are important compo-
nents in a nation's energy strategy. Achieving self-reliance is
often an important component of a nation's development strat-
egy. Our experience demonstrates that the choice of project
organizational structure is crucial to the attainment of self-
reliance. Extensive Participation, particularly as implemented
through integrated organizations, was the foundation for suc-
cess for Mexico and Japan.
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